
Matthew provides details about how we are to relate to each other as
God’s people in Matthew 18. I believe that as we study this chapter we
will be affirmed since our church already does many of these things. I
also think that we will be challenged today since some of the things
we’ll learn may be harder for us to practice. Overall, the main idea of
today’s sermon is that God’s people must relate to one another with
humility (18:1-20) and with grace (18:21-35). These two characteristics
are highlighted in today’s passage and are essential characteristics
for every kingdom citizen. 

This main idea is framed by two questions. 1) Who is the greatest
disciple (1)? 2) How many times must I forgive my brother (21)? 

Let’s investigate this passage, now, together. 

Kingdom Humility (Matthew 18:1-20)
The first question the disciples ask is who is the greatest in the
kingdom of heaven (1)? Matthew tells us that this question arose “at
that time.” This phrase chronologically links this question with the
previous section about paying the “temple tax” (17:24-27). In that
section, Peter’s status among the disciples is highlighted since the tax
collectors approach Peter, not James, John, or a different disciple
(17:24). Then, Jesus commands Peter to take a fish and pay the tax for
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Jesus and Peter, not James, John, or a different disciple. Indeed, in
that encounter, Peter is highlighted above the other disciples. Thus,
“at that time” (18:1) the disciples ask who is the greatest disciple?
You can easily imagine what the disciples are thinking: “Hey, I
thought I was the greatest. Why are you singling Peter out Jesus,
and not me?” 

Now let’s notice several details about Jesus’ reply (2-4). First,
kingdom greatness results in humility, not competition. Jesus
explains that greatness is not defined by superior power, superior
strength, self-sufficiency, or independence. It is defined by humility
(4). This fact is evident since Jesus uses a child to illustrate kingdom
greatness (2). Children do not possess superior power, strength nor
or they self-sufficient or independent. Children are the opposite:
powerless, weak, and dependent. Yet children trust amid their
dependence: this is kingdom greatness according to Jesus.  

Second, kingdom greatness is a characteristic of all of God’s people,
not just one privileged super-Christian (3-4). The disciples’
conception of greatness as a title reserved for only one privileged
person bred rivalry and competition. The disciples saw one another
in Matthew 18:1, fundamentally, as competitors and threats to each
other rather than brothers, friends, and co-workers with Jesus.
Jesus, however, redefines this notion. Greatness is a “class of
people” rather than as a person as evident in verses 3-4. Here, Jesus
tells us that greatness isn’t reserved for the super-Christian but is a
prerequisite for entering the kingdom. Thus, all believers are the
greatest since all believers must possess the quality of greatness:
childlike humility.
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Third, we must relate to one another humbly: that is, according to
kingdom greatness (5-6). In these verses, Jesus uses the term “one
such child” and “little ones” to describe not just children, but any
disciple who believes in Jesus (6). The fact that Jesus calls Christians
“little ones” indicates that, in one sense, Christians have a level of
vulnerability and fragility. Each believer is in a sense a “little one”
vulnerable to danger and harm. If we have a worldly conception of
greatness, we will see the weaknesses of our Christian brothers and
sisters, especially new, immature, weak and tired believers, as
opportunities to advance oneself, but this is worldly greatness, not
kingdom greatness. Kingdom greatness demands that we relate to
one another with care, not rivalry. Jesus sums up our obligation by
saying we are to receive one another (5) rather than cause them to
stumble and sin (6). We are welcome our brothers and sisters as
close family members, not as rivals. This means we protect them;
we do not exploit them. 

Fourth, our conception of greatness is very serious (5-6). On the one
hand, when we interact with one another humbly by receiving one
another, we are receiving Jesus, himself. Church family, what a
marvelous word. When you and I see the weaknesses in each other
as an opportunity to care for each other, we are caring for Jesus.
Kingdom greatness is very serious! On the other hand, when we
cause a “little one” who believes in Jesus to fall into sin (6), the
outcome is likewise serious. Jesus explains how this person will be
punished in the worst possible way (6). He describes drowning as a
better alternative for this person. Of course, Jesus has already
described to us the fate of this person in verse 3: hell. 

Fifth, we must care for one another because the world will not care
for the “little ones” among us (7-9). Jesus says, “Woe to the world for
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temptations to sin.” The word “woe” is an outburst of grief. It
singles that the world is in big trouble because temptations come
from the world. Amid this temptation, the disciples must have a
radical desire for holiness (8-9) even willing to do radical things for
the sake of obedience (see also Mathew 5:27-30). In other words, in a
world where temptations are everywhere, we must desire devotion
to God as more precious than our hands, feet, or eyes. Not to do so
is damning. Notice how verses 8 and 9 ends with the phrase “thrown
into the eternal fire” (8-9). Now how does this section connect to
the verses that precede it? I think the point is this: walking in
obedience is complicated by the world; it should not be complicated
by fellow believers. Church family, we must be a community of
humility that expresses itself in protecting one another from
temptation. Rivalry breeds temptation and that characteristic
cannot mark our fellowship. 

Sixth, we must care for one another because God cares for us (10-
14). Jesus explains how a shepherd searches diligently for a lost
sheep, even leaving 99 to find the lost one. The point of this parable
is to highlight God’s desire that none of these little ones perish (14).
God rejoices over a sheep returning home. Now, again, when we
interpret this parable in its context in Matthew, we learn something
significant. We can either receive our brothers (5) or cause them to
sin (6). In other words, we can be the means that cause God’s sheep
to wander. We’ll return to this idea soon, but for now, let’s be
motivated never to interact with another with a worldly conception
of greatness. Doing so will cause a brother or sister to stumble: that
is, it will cause one of God’s sheep to wander. But God cares for the
sheep, so we must too. 
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Seventh, caring for one another means we hold one another
accountable for sin (15-20). Although this topic is not popular, it is
essential. Let’s understand the process outlined here. 1) If a brother
sins, we must confront them alone. If they repent, we have gained a
brother (15). 2) If they do not repent, bring along one or two people
(16). 3) If they refuse to listen, bring it to the church (17). 4) If they
refuse to listen, treat them as an outsider (18). Jesus prescribes this
process when dealing with unrepentant “brothers” or “sisters.” 

Now, let’s make several important observations about this process.
First, we are obligated to do this with “brothers.” More specifically,
we are called to hold fellow “church members” accountable in this
way. Notice the final step: tell it to the church (17). Jesus is
describing how fellow members of a local church relate to one
another here. Church family, church membership is important
because church discipline is important. When a person commits to
living life with us and to live on mission in our community and to
the ends of the earth, we should care for them at times through
discipline. 

Second, this care is essential to our salvation (15), and this passage
is not the only passage to discuss this fact. Hebrews 3:12-14, for
example, emphasizes a similar point. These verses say, 

          12 Take care, brothers, lest there be in any of you an evil,  
          unbelieving heart, leading you to fall away from the living 
          God. 13 But exhort one another every day, as long as it is 
          called “today,” that none of you may be hardened by the 
          deceitfulness of sin. 14 For we have come to share in Christ if 
          indeed we hold our original confidence firm to the end.
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Notice how a person is kept from having an evil, unbelieving heart.
The answer is “exhorting one another” (12). Notice the outcome also
if we fail to do this: we become hardened by the deceitfulness of sin
(13). Church family, making it to the end demands that we live
together as a church. That is the point of Hebrews 3:12-14, and that
is the point here in Matthew 18:15-20. Notice what Jesus says in
verse 15: “If he listens to you, you have gained your brother.” What
is at stake in caring for a church member with church discipline is
very serious. It is about gaining a brother. Now, this does not mean
that if a person does not respond well, then they have lost their
faith. That is impossible for Jesus tells us that he cannot lose anyone
entrusted to him (John 6:39; 18:9). The point of this passage is rather
to emphasize the means whereby people persevere in the faith:
church discipline. To withhold discipline from one another is to
withhold life. Isn’t that true of our children? If we do not discipline
them, will they live? No. The same is true in the church. We must
care for one another by holding one another accountable. 

Third, if a person refuses to repent, we treat them like Gentiles and
tax collectors (18). This does not mean that we are mean to them,
shun them, or stop caring for them. That should be obvious since
Jesus cared for Gentiles and tax collectors. Church discipline does
not end in “no care” but continual care. We must continue to pursue
them, but if they have refused to listen o the church, we pursue
them as outsiders: non-believers. How do we pursue outsiders,
church family? We love them; preach the gospel to them; and warn
them of hell, but we do not let them partake in the privileges of
believers: the Lord’s Supper. This would be an example where we
forbid a person from taking the Lord’s Supper. Paul makes this
point in 1 Corinthians 5:11. 
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Fourth, the final step of church discipline should be reserved for
only some sins. What I mean by that is not every sin should be
brought to the church. If we took that approach, all we would do is
church discipline since the commandment of God is to love one
another with our whole heart, soul, and mind. We never do this
entirely, church family. Rather, it takes wisdom to know which sins
must be handled this way. 1 Corinthians 5:3-5 provides us with an
example sin: a man is sleeping with his stepmom. In 1 Corinthians
5:11, Paul explains that we are to discipline the sexually immoral,
greedy, idolater, reviler, drunkard, and swindler. Church discipline
is reserved for some sins, and it takes wisdom to know when to
apply it. 

Fifth, this discipline is very serious (18-19). In verses 18-20, Jesus
explains that whatever we bind on earth shall be bound in heaven
and whatever we loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven. In
Matthew 16, Jesus gave Peter this responsibility, but now it is given
to the entire church in the context of church discipline. Notice the
severity of this statement. Jesus says, “shall be,” not “might be” (18).
Jesus uses the “future” tense here and the idea is one of certainty.
In our society, we have wrongly believed that Christianity is only
about me and Jesus, and that is wrong. Of course, Christianity does
stress “the individual” relationship with Jesus, but there is still a
corporate focus. The idea is that the church’s purpose, one of the
church’s purposes, is to bind things up and untie things on earth.
When we do this properly, it has authority, church family. How else
can you interpret verse 18? 

This reason is why having an accurate church membership is so
important. When we say to someone that they are a church member 
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of 11th Street Baptist Church, we are telling them that they should
expect to live forever with God since that is what church
membership is: a picture of membership in God’s kingdom. Yet, we
create an awful dissonance when we have people on our role who
are not acting like Christians. In one sense, the Bible might say that
a person should not have confidence that they will live forever with
Jesus, but our church role says something different. We must align
our church role with the Bible, and that is why I am so thankful for
this church. You - Jeff and Marisa Dillon, and Wade Adams along
with the church’s support – came to me and encouraged me in this
task. Because of your love for the purity of the church, we have
made great efforts toward this end. Praise the Lord. 

Sixth, when we discipline properly, God is with us (20). Now, this is
a beloved verse but most of us do not understand the context. Jesus
makes this statement, “For where two or three are gathered in my
name, there am I among them” (20). The context here is church
discipline. Jesus’ point in saying these words is that when the
church assembles to discipline a church member by treating them
as an outsider, God is with us. That is why our binding up and
untying is authoritative. When we do it properly, God himself is
doing it. 

Seventh, let’s not lose sight of the context here. Jesus has just
spoken the parable of the lost sheep. Church discipline is a primary
way for us to accomplish the “will” of the Father (14). In other
words, God does not want one person to perish, and one of the ways
we keep people from wandering off and perishing is by holding
them accountable for their sin and exercising church discipline
when needed. This is about the joy of our Father and the joy of the
wandering. 
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Church family, the disciples relate to one another in competition
and rivalry, but Jesus demands that humility replace competition.
Humility is what we need to receive one another and to discipline
one another well. 

Kingdom Grace (Matthew 18:21-35)
The second question of this chapter is found in verse 21: Peter asks
how often he must forgive his brother who sins against him. Peter’s
question assumes that there is a cap on forgiveness, perhaps seven
times. Jesus’ response, however, is that there is no limit to
forgiveness (22). His parable about the unforgiving servant makes
this point (18:23-34). 

Jesus describes a man who owed his master infinite wages. When his
debt came due, the master was ready to sell him and his family to
pay the debt. After begging for mercy, the master incredibly forgave
the entire debt (27). Next, something nonsensical happens. The man
who was forgiven finds a fellow servant who owed him 100 days’
worth of wages (28). This servant begged for mercy, but the one who
received mercy did not show him mercy (30). This lack of
forgiveness was alarming and was told to the master who revoked
his forgiveness. The point of this parable is that those who receive
mercy must show mercy (33). 

This parable is alarming. How could a man receive forgiveness of a
debt he could never repay and then withhold forgiveness from a
fellow servant whose debt was meager in comparison? Jesus’ point,
however, isn’t to investigate how this could happen but to describe
the end of the person who does this. If we do not forgive others, our
Father will not forgive us (35). The end of the unforgiving servant is
hell. 
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Church family, the disciples cannot relate to one another with a cap
on their forgiveness. Forgiveness must be abundant because of the
gospel. Thus, we must relate to one another with continual grace. 

Conclusion 
I am sure that we were affirmed in many ways today, as we should
be. Many of these characteristics are present in our church. When
we read Scripture and see that our lives align with Scripture, we
should be comforted. We are God’s people; just look at what Jesus is
doing in us. Now, I am sure we were also challenged today. Perhaps,
there is a tendency to see a Christian brother and sister as a
competitor rather than a family member in need of protection.
Perhaps, that whole section about holding one another accountable
for sin is quite scary. Or perhaps someone has hurt you and you do
not know how you could ever forgive them. What should we do when
we realize that our lives do not always match Scripture? We should
be challenged, church family, to live according to our faith. We
forgive because Jesus forgave us, and we receive fellow believers
because Jesus has received us. May the gospel affect our lives in
many ways this week and transform our community together,
church family.

Prayer
God help us to relate to one another as you 
have designed us to relate to one another for 
your glory and our joy. We pray these things 
in Jesus’ name, amen. 
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